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2. Project Objectives and Components:    

 a. Objectives:

  
At appraisal, the project was envisaged as the first of a two -phase Adaptable Program Loan (APL). According to the 
Project Appraisal Document (p. 4) this first phase had two objectives : 

(i) Ensure sustainable and efficient water conveyance, distribution and use in the two spate irrigation schemes of  
Tuban and Zabid through (a) rehabilitation and (b) participatory irrigation management (PIM); and

(ii) Increase agricultural productivity and rural incomes through implementation of an intensive demonstration  
program. 

The second phase of the APL was intended to cover the remaining  5 of Yemen's 7 main spate irrigation schemes. 
The Bank ultimately decided not to proceed with the second phase, opting instead for a Sector Wide Approach to the  
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follow-on operation. 

 b.Were the project objectives/key associated outcome targets revised during implementation?     

    No

 c. Components (or Key Conditions in the case of DPLs, as appropriate): 

        
((((AAAA))))    Rehabilitation, Improvement and Protection of Spate Irrigation InfrastructureRehabilitation, Improvement and Protection of Spate Irrigation InfrastructureRehabilitation, Improvement and Protection of Spate Irrigation InfrastructureRehabilitation, Improvement and Protection of Spate Irrigation Infrastructure  (Estimated cost at appraisal,  
US$12.4 million; Actual cost, US$19.4 million). Includes surveying and modeling, rehabilitation of headworks and  
secondary and tertiary canals, flood protection works, and road rehabilitation .

((((BBBB))))    Irrigation and Environment Management and PIMIrrigation and Environment Management and PIMIrrigation and Environment Management and PIMIrrigation and Environment Management and PIM  (Estimated, US$8.8 million; Actual, US$1.3 million). Includes 
formation of PIM organizations, improvement of spate irrigation management, provision of O&M equipment and  
environmental mitigation.

((((CCCC))))    Institutional StrengtheningInstitutional StrengtheningInstitutional StrengtheningInstitutional Strengthening  (Estimated, US$1.3 million; Actual, US$0.3 million). Includes support to government  
irrigation institutions, development of new irrigation law, studies and design of schemes to be rehabilitated under  
second phase.

Zabid,Zabid,Zabid,Zabid, ((((DDDD))))    Intensive Agriculture Demonstration ProgramIntensive Agriculture Demonstration ProgramIntensive Agriculture Demonstration ProgramIntensive Agriculture Demonstration Program  (Estimated, US$0.6 million; Actual, US$1.0 million). 
Includes implementation of demonstration program over  5,000 ha in Wadis Tuban and Zabid, extension services,  
and local and international assistance .

((((EEEE))))    Project Management UnitProject Management UnitProject Management UnitProject Management Unit  (Estimated, US$2.5 million; Actual, US$4.3 million).

 d. Comments on Project Cost, Financing, Borrower Contribution, and Dates:     
        
The Development Credit Agreement was amended in August  2003, October 2005 and June 2007, in order to permit 
the transfer of funds from Component B to Component A, and to accommodate two extensions of the closing date . 
Actual Component A costs were 56 percent higher than expected at appraisal, mainly owing to delays with civil works  
attributable to the disbursement prerequisite that water user organizations be established before the works could be  
designed or executed. The 85 percent cut in spending on Component B was partly made possible by cost savings;  
but as a result of the cut software, information and consulting services related to spate irrigation management were  
squeezed. In June 2007, project cost savings were used to extend the project to an additional site  (Wadi Ahwar), this 
serving as a bridge to the follow-on Water Sector Support Project . The credit closed 30 months later than expected. 

 3. Relevance of Objectives & Design:         
   
Relevance of ObjectivesRelevance of ObjectivesRelevance of ObjectivesRelevance of Objectives     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    SubstantialSubstantialSubstantialSubstantial ).).).). Relevance is assessed in relation to policies and strategies  
prevailing at credit closing. By these standards, the two objectives listed in Section  2a above were still relevant when 
project implementation ended. The theme of increasing water use efficiency --and specifically improving small and 
medium-scale spate irrigation--is common to both the 2006-2009 and the 2010-2013 Country Assistance Strategy. 
One of the four overarching goals of the government's Third Socio -Economic Development Plan (2006-2010) is to 
improve natural resource management, with particular reference to water use efficiency .  By rehabilitating systems of 
(flood-based) spate irrigation--which date back to the first millennium--the project helped to capture water that would  
otherwise run off into the sea, helping to ease Yemen's acute water shortage . The sub-objective of promoting 
participatory irrigation management (PIM) remains pertinent, but the original project concept embodied an unrealistic  
expectation that government would hand over to water users the responsibility for operating and maintaining the  
whole system; current thinking suggests that government needs to remain responsible for upkeep of the headworks,  
leaving users responsible only for the secondary and tertiary canals .   

Relevance of DesignRelevance of DesignRelevance of DesignRelevance of Design     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    ModestModestModestModest ).).).).    The rehabilitation, decentralization, user participation and O&M financing  
aspects of design were, overall, relevant but there were three flaws . First, the Bank allowed the government to select  
the project sites before it conducted a survey of water availability or a social assessment . The task team leader (TTL) 
told IEG that the approach today is to apply strict eligibility criteria to site selection, in order to eliminate areas where  
water supplies are too erratic, where there are major inequalities in the distribution of land and water rights, and  
where users are not motivated to participate in managing the resource . By these standards, both of the sites in the  
assessed project would have been excluded : Wadi Tuban because of severe drought and Wadi Zabid because land  



and water resources are monopolized by a few large landowners . 

Second, the Bank required that user groups be formed before any disbursement could be made for civil works . While 
this made sense for secondary and tertiary canals  (where user input is vital for ensuring subsequent commitment to  
maintenance) it is less clear that it was necessary to hold up the construction of headworks  (delay of which pushed 
up costs). (The TTL noted that visible progress with the headworks may actually have encouraged users to take the  
participatory approach more seriously, speeding up the establishment of user associations .) 

Third, consistent with conventions prevailing at the time, the economic analysis conducted at appraisal did not take  
into account the full scarcity value of water : it measured the increase in crop yields and farm income but overlooked  
the implicit resource cost that would be incurred if there was an increase in water use per unit of output . The design 
of the project did not encourage the  "less drop per crop" approach that is considered good practice today . (The ICR 
draws an important lesson in this respect .) 

The rating of design relevance as modest is consistent with the moderately unsatisfactory rating proposed for quality  
at entry (Section 8 below). Given the gravity of the design shortcomings, IEG rates overall relevance as  modestmodestmodestmodest ....      

 4. Achievement of Objectives (Efficacy):     
    
((((iiii))))    Sustainable and efficient water conveyance, distribution and useSustainable and efficient water conveyance, distribution and useSustainable and efficient water conveyance, distribution and useSustainable and efficient water conveyance, distribution and use     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    SubstantialSubstantialSubstantialSubstantial )))). The achievement of this 
objective may be inferred from the sound economic rate of return  (see Section 5 below) and the survey of results  
from the Agricultural Demonstration Program (ADP: Component D) which showed that farmers receiving the  
demonstration package increased yields and farm income  without increasing water usage per hectare . Direct 
(project-mediated) ADP coverage applied to 4,005 ha of the incremental area irrigated (17,700 ha); the target was 
5,000 ha. But there was substantial spontaneous uptake of ADP by farmers so the full extent of efficiency gains was  
larger than may be inferred from the area formally covered by Component D . There are additional grounds for  
assuming that this objective was substantially achieved : the various PIM-related targets--including organization of 
users, passage of enabling legislation and contribution to O&M costs  (ICR, p. 17)--were met, helping to increase 
water use efficiency.

((((iiiiiiii))))    Increase in agricultural productivity and rural incomesIncrease in agricultural productivity and rural incomesIncrease in agricultural productivity and rural incomesIncrease in agricultural productivity and rural incomes     ((((RatingRatingRatingRating ::::    SubstantialSubstantialSubstantialSubstantial ).).).). In the areas served directly by ADP  
average yields increased by  50 percent for cotton, 49 percent for grain sorghum, 53 percent for sesame, 62 percent 
for tomatoes and 73 percent for onion (ICR, p. 42). These rates of yield increase were probably similar in the  20-30 
percent of the non-ADP area where improved practices were spontaneously adopted by farmers . Incomes were 
boosted by diversification into higher -value crops (particularly in Wadi Zabid), an (unforeseen) increase in fodder 
production, and the improved market access and transport cost savings resulting from road rehabilitation works .    

The Completion Report for the 2006-2009 Country Assistance Strategy refers to the successful rehabilitation, at low  
unit cost, of spate irrigation in the Tuban and Zabid wadis, listing project objectives as achieved . IEG rates efficacy 
as substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial ....   

 5. Efficiency (not applicable to DPLs):         
         
The ex-post economic rate of return of  17 percent exceeds appraisal estimates and does not take into account a  
number of benefits that were separately estimated : the added present value of benefits from increased livestock  
production (estimated at US$4.0 million), flood protection (US$10.0 million), reduced transport costs (US$2.4 million), 
and increased groundwater recharge  (US$5 million) (ICR, pp. 18-19). 

Efficiency is rated substantial .

aaaa....    If available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter the     Economic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of Return     ((((ERRERRERRERR))))////Financial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of Return ((((FRRFRRFRRFRR))))    at appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and the     
rererere----estimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluation ::::        

                     Rate Available? Point Value Coverage/Scope*

Appraisal Yes 16.6% 100%

ICR estimate Yes 11.2% 100%
* Refers to percent of total project cost for which ERR/FRR was calculated.

 6. Outcome:     



    
Modest relevance, substantial efficacy and substantial efficiency add up to a Moderately Satisfactory outcome rating .

  aaaa.... Outcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome Rating ::::  Moderately Satisfactory

 7. Rationale for Risk to Development Outcome Rating:     
    
There are four primary sources of risk . First, abnormal and unpredictable droughts in Wadi Tuban may undermine  
gains from increased agricultural output and productivity . Second, in Wadi Zabid, the potential flow of benefits to  
poorer (lowland) farmers may be reduced by the quasi -monopoly control that richer (upland) farmers exercise over 
land and water resources. This lack of incentive for poorer farmers may adversely affect maintenance in the lower  
ends of the system. (On p. 20 of the ICR it says that farmers "commenced paying their share of O&M costs " but it is 
not clear how much is being collected in fees .)  Third, in areas not adopting ADP technology, the irrigation -induced 
boost in yields may be obtained at the expense of increased water use per hectare, compromising the objective of  
enhancing water use efficiency . Fourth, based on past performance, it is not certain that government will make  
adequate budgetary provision for maintaining headworks .   

   
     aaaa....    Risk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome Rating ::::  Significant

 8. Assessment of Bank Performance:        

  
Quality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at Entry .... The project concept was valid but there were several design flaws  (see Section 3 above), which 
contributed to the later implementation delays . The operational, procurement and financial manuals prepared by  
the Bank are deemed by the ICR (p. 30) to have been inadequate.  Also, although poverty reduction is not an  
explicit project objective the project is listed in the PAD as a targeted intervention : in practice, minimal attention 
was given to ensuring that benefits flowed to the poor; and the equity impact of sharecropping contracts  (ICR, p. 
22) was overlooked. Although QAG rated quality at entry as satisfactory  (ICR Data Sheet, p. ii), a rating of 
moderately unsatisfactory seems more appropriate . 

SupervisionSupervisionSupervisionSupervision . Although the project had four TTLs there was substantial continuity  (enhanced by mentoring) and 
consistently close attention was paid to finding constructive solutions and making the necessary mid -course 
corrections. In the final stages of the project, saved funds were used to apply lessons learned to a new project  
site (Wadi Ahwar)--one that did meet the eligibility criteria outlined in Section  3 above. 

    aaaa....    Ensuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring Quality ----atatatat----EntryEntryEntryEntry ::::Moderately Unsatisfactory

    bbbb....    Quality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of Supervision ::::Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank Performance ::::Moderately Satisfactory

 9. Assessment of Borrower Performance:        

GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment .... The government was broadly supportive of project but did not provide adequate funds to the project  
management units between appraisal and effectiveness, hampering the unit's ability to organize the bidding  
process for consultant services . Partly because of this, procurement arrangements proceeded slowly and critical  
preparatory activities (e.g. social surveys, public awareness campaigns ) were postponed. Also, the government 
pressured the project management unit to minimize the use of the IDA credit for PIM and other non -works items 
(ICR, p. 26), raising some doubts about its commitment to the institution -building aspects of the project .  

Implementing AgencyImplementing AgencyImplementing AgencyImplementing Agency .... Project management was divided between a central unit and two site -specific units. The 
total cost of project management was 72 percent higher than anticipated at appraisal, mainly owing to delays  
beyond the control of the implementing agency . The management units performed well overall given the size of  
the challenges they faced; but their efficacy was initially constrained by weak support from the Bank on  
procurement and financial management  (see Section 8 above); and shortfalls in counterpart funding . The central 
unit was well integrated with the Ministry of Agriculture's irrigation department, helping to increase the capacity of  
the Ministry to handle similar projects in the future .
 



    aaaa....    Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance ::::Moderately Unsatisfactory

    bbbb....    Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance ::::Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower Performance ::::Moderately Satisfactory

 10. M&E Design, Implementation, & Utilization:     
   
DesignDesignDesignDesign .... There were few details about M&E in the PAD. The proposed Key Performance Indicators were  
output-focused and provided no indication of how progress toward the second objective  (increased productivity) 
would be measured; nor did they address the issue of targeting .

ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation .... M&E was hampered by weak information flow: the Management Information System and 
Geographic Information System could not be adapted to provide relevant data; and there was a lack of cooperation  
between the Ministry of Agriculture and the agency  (NWRA) responsible for monitoring water availability . Rainwater 
and flood flow gauges in Wadi Tuban were sabotaged several times during the project's lifetime . On a more positive 
note, a water resource assessment was carried out in the upper watersheds with support from FAO; and a  
community-based M&E system was established to track institutional, financial and technical indicators --although user 
associations need further strengthening if M&E is to be effective  (ICR, pp. 54-55). 

UseUseUseUse.... The necessary works have been installed to monitor surface and ground water and, at Wadi Tuban, attempts  
are being made to use the results of a  salinity mapping exercise to support substitution of groundwater by water from  
spate and conjunctive sources  (ICR, p. 38). Preliminary water monitoring results were used to show that the  
Agriculture Demonstration Program has increased productivity and farmer income without increasing water  
consumption per hectare (ICR, p. 43). 

 aaaa....  M&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality Rating ::::  Modest

 11. Other Issues (Safeguards, Fiduciary, Unintended Positive and Negative Impacts): 

   

The one relevant safeguardsafeguardsafeguardsafeguard  was environmental. Improved water distribution was deemed likely to outweigh minor  
adverse effects (waterlogging, reduced soil and water quality ) resulting from the extension of agriculture to improved  
areas. There is no evidence of safeguard violation . 

Financial managementFinancial managementFinancial managementFinancial management  was rated satisfactory for most of the implementation period but the rating was downgraded  
to moderately unsatisfactory in December  2006. The Bank should have provided stronger guidance and training at  
project start up concerning procurement and financial management procedures  (p. 30).  

12121212....    RatingsRatingsRatingsRatings:::: ICRICRICRICR  IEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG Review Reason forReason forReason forReason for     
DisagreementDisagreementDisagreementDisagreement ////CommentsCommentsCommentsComments

OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome :::: Moderately 
Satisfactory

Moderately 
Satisfactory

Risk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to Development     
OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome ::::

Significant Significant

Bank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank Performance :::: Moderately 
Satisfactory

Moderately 
Satisfactory

Borrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower Performance :::: Moderately 
Satisfactory

Moderately 
Satisfactory

Quality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICR ::::
    

Satisfactory

NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES:
- When insufficient information is provided by the Bank for IEG  to  



arrive at a clear rating, IEG will downgrade the relevant  ratings as  
warranted beginning July 1, 2006.
- The "Reason for Disagreement/Comments" column could 
cross-reference other sections of the ICR Review, as appropriate .

 13. Lessons:     
   
Several important  lessons may be drawn from this project, including the following :

A clear understanding of the opportunities and technical and social constraints for improved water use  �

efficiency is needed in the design and management of spate irrigation systems . While each system and 
season is different, these opportunities may lie in increasing available water capture, designing, managing  
and creating incentives to optimize water spread and yield, and developing support services to move towards  
higher value commodities to the extent that markets permit . 
Government needs to provide the recurrent budget that sustainable operation of improved irrigation works  �

calls for: both to cover the upkeep of headworks  (which will remain government's responsibility ) and for further 
consolidation of user associations so that they may fully discharge their responsibilities for maintaining  
secondary and tertiary canals once hand -over has taken place. 
The design and promotion of participatory irrigation management schemes needs to take full account of  �

inequalities in the distribution of land and water rights because these influence farmers' incentive to participate  
and help to define the scope for poverty reduction; social assessments conducted as part of project appraisal  
need to map these inequalities and to propose ways to mitigate their adverse effects .

 

 14. Assessment Recommended?     Yes No

 15. Comments on Quality of ICR:     

This is a clear, candid  and comprehensive ICR . The lessons section of the ICR is particularly solid . There are three 
areas where the ICR could have been stronger . First, the section on the relevance of objectives and design makes  
no reference to current Bank and Borrower strategy, or the findings of analytic work . Second, at 31 pages, the main 
text is double what the guidelines prescribe, including a too -lengthy response to (valid) questions posed by the 
internal review (pp. 5-7); and a section on the impact of water use on climate change  (pp. 23-24) which, given that 
this does not directly relate to the project's objectives, is a digression . Third, the section on achievement of project  
objectives should have separately addressed the first and second objectives, weighing up relative progress on each . 
Overall, however, this is a sound ICR.   

    aaaa....Quality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR Rating ::::    Satisfactory


